table. He sat down again. Over and over again he repeated, in a low voice :
" Ah, so that's it!  So that's it! "
Almost immediately he thought of the trunk, which he had put in a corner of the back shop, behind a cretonne curtain. Suddenly he had an irrational desire to take to flight, without any preparation - just to put on his hat and go, anywhere.
At the end of five minutes his mind started functioning again. He read the report over once more, isolating the meaning of every sentence, doing his utmost to assimilate it. Crowding thoughts accompanied, or shot across, or interrupted his reading of it.
" 18 rue Dailloud. My own street. Only a couple of yards away. Almost at my very door. Extraordinary. I don't remember that hovel. I didn't know it existed. On a big courtyard. , . . What courtyard ? **
He was a bad observer. He knew he was. But he did not Hke admitting it to himself. When he walked along the street, he was always preoccupied, absorbed in his own affairs. Especially in this neighbourhood which he thought he knew. His eyes, piercing though they were, were effective for the purpose of seeing things only when he deliberately concentrated their gaze upon something in particular.
" A woman. I felt instinctively from the start that it was a woman. But I saw her as older. Dead for a week. That's wrong. Only six days. A blunt instrument and a knife, Motive of the crime - theft/*
In substance the picture which he had conjured up of what had happened, from the very first day, was one of remarkable exactitude. His woman was a little too old. A little house instead of a hovel. Unimportant differences. There remained the question of the time. Just how had the deed taken place ? The newspaper said nothing about it. There again Quinette's hypotheses, aided by the printer's confidences, very partial though they were, could not have been far "wrong.
" A bad observer perhaps," he said t<? himself. <c For that

